PRODUCT REPORT
2019

WELCOME
Welcome to the 2019 Intrepid Group Product Report. The aims
of this report are to communicate the major trends and patterns
we see currently influencing our travellers’ purchasing decisions,
and to summarise the main features of our 2019 product range,
with a focus on the new and the exciting. The Product Report is an
overview of our 1100+ itineraries which we hope will assist in their
successful promotion and sales.
Tom Beadle, General Manager – Commercial – Global Leadership Team

Everest Base Camp trek, Nepal

THE IG PRODUCT TEAM
The IG Product Team consists of more than 20 travel experts whose
combined knowledge covers all corners of the globe, the high seas as well as
specialisation in niche travel markets – from cycling to food to families. On
any given day – when they happen to be in the office and aren’t on the road
in some exotic location – you can expect to hear Product Managers talking
about where to find the best fried chicken in Seoul, remembering the time
they got lost in the Carpathian Mountains, waxing lyrical in Spanish to a leader
in Mexico, recounting the ultimate road bike route through the French Alps or
advising on what clothes to take to manage the chill in Antarctica.
Intrepid Group Product Managers live and breathe their regions and travel
styles, and love nothing better than to answer questions about their trips to
make sure our customers enjoy the best trip ever.

Inca Trail, Peru

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2018
n

n

n

n

Successful transition of Geckos into new Intrepid 18 to 29s theme. Spanning
more than 50 countries and more than 90 itineraries, our new 18 to 29s trip range
offers something for all travellers in this demographic and allows us to go head-tohead with some of the biggest brands in youth travel.
Launch of new range of Intrepid Women’s Expeditions. 2018 departures are
all but sold out, with 2019 departures already selling strongly. New Women’s
Expeditions destinations flagged to come online in 2019, include Nepal and India.
Launch of the first Intrepid Uncharted Expedition. In June, we launched the
first Intrepid mystery trip. The only details provided: arrive in Kazakhstan, finish in
Mongolia, maybe drink mare’s milk. The first departure booked out in 16 hours. Next
Uncharted Expedition coming mid 2019…
Feedback is at record highs. Thanks to the amazing efforts of our ground
operators and dedicated leaders, Overall Experience rating on Intrepid trips in 2018
has averaged above 4.72 for the last 12 months. NPS for Intrepid Travel is at 73%
and Peregrine at 68% - with both brands tracking ahead of previous years.

Shiraz, Iran

PRODUCT
SNAPSHOT 2019

Giza, Egypt

DEPARTURE GROWTH
Due to growing customer demand, we are running record
departures in 2019.

+13%

+20%

More than 10,000
departures (2019)

More than 1100
departures (2019)

TRIP VOLUME 2019
Includes all SGAs (subs and combos), SBAs and Peregrine Experiences.
Country data is calculated from the starting/main country of the itinerary.
COUNTRIES

ITINERARIES

BASIX

50

300

COMFORT

37

117

ORIGINAL

80

498

PEREGRINE

54

242

1157

In 2019, the Intrepid Group will run just under
1200 itineraries (1157 to be exact) in more than
120 countries on all seven continents.

Petra, Jordan

WHAT OUR
CUSTOMERS
WANT AND
HOW WE’RE
DELIVERING
IN 2019

Udaipur, India

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS WANT...

1. TRAVELLERS WANT TO BE ABLE
TO EXPERIENCE THE WORLD IN
THEIR OWN SPECIAL WAY
Recognising that our travellers have different
motivations, interests and requirements, we are
creating trip styles that cater to more traveller
subgroups than ever before: families, teenagers,
18 to 29s, women, cyclists, foodies, fitness fanatics,
cruisers and more.

Reykjavik, Iceland

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS WANT...

2.TRAVELLERS WANT TO
TRAVEL WITH OUR BRANDS
Our travellers tell us they love the Intrepid Group style of travel,
so we’re shifting away from sell-ins. In 2019, the vast majority of
itineraries will be solely operated for Intrepid and Peregrine brands. In
addition, we will:
n

n

n

significantly increase our Peregrine Adventure Cruising charters;
operate our own Peregrine Polar Charters for the first time, in partnership
with Chimu, and
run more exclusively Intrepid-branded trips in Australia.

Twelve Apostles, Australia

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS WANT...

3. AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE
EAST ON THE RISE
While Vietnam, India and Peru continue to be mainstay
travel destinations for the Intrepid Travel brand, in the
past 12 months we have seen a surge in travellers to
Morocco (+57%). Morocco is now the second highestselling destination for Intrepid Travel (based on 2018
pax bookings YTD). A similar YOY increase in travellers
to the Middle East and Africa represents a growing
diversification in Intrepid Travel’s sales drivers. In response
to customer demand, we have grown the number of
Middle East itineraries by 20% in 2019, in addition to five
new Intrepid itineraries in East Africa.

Ngepi Camp, Namibia

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS WANT...

4. TRAVELLERS WANT THE
FLEXIBILITY TO CHOOSE
THE TRIP DURATION THAT’S
RIGHT FOR THEM
More than two thirds of new Intrepid and Peregrine itineraries are 10
days or less. Many of these are ‘Highlights of’ trips – providing timepoor travellers with the perfect snapshot of a country or region.
We have significantly increased the number of shorter itineraries
(10 days or less) in Central and South America – a great short
haul option for our North American travellers looking for a quick
getaway. For travellers with more time, the majority of our shorter
Intrepid and Peregrine itineraries can be combined into multicountry (even multi-style) trips. Don’t forget that Intrepid Short
Breaks are also the perfect up-sell to any Intrepid itinerary.

Isla Coiba, Panama

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS WANT...

5. TRAVELLERS ARE LOOKING FOR
MORE EXPERIENCES THAT PROMOTE
HEALTH AND WELLNESS
According to a 2018 Booking.com survey, Walking will be the
ultimate way to explore in 2019, with 56% of travellers saying they
want to do walking or hiking trips in 2018. Other health and wellness
inspired activities that are high on the travel agenda include visiting
a spa or receiving beauty treatments (33%), cycling (24%), water
sport activities (22%), taking a full body detox holiday (17%), going
on a yoga retreat (16%), running (16%) and undertaking meditation/
mindfulness retreats (15%).
Active adventures are a dominant trend in Intrepid
Travel’s new trip line-up for 2019, which includes:
n

n

n

n

4 new multi-sport trips in China, India and USA. This brings the
Intrepid Active range to more than 25 trips in 20+ countries!
8 new Intrepid Cycling trips, increasing our Cycling Adventures
range by over 30%
5 new trekking trips in The Americas (Peru, Argentina, Chile,
Appalachians, USA)
1 new wellness trip. India: Mind, Body & Spirit.

* See appendix 1 for our favourite Walking and Trekking experiences in 2019

Appalachian Mountains, USA

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS WANT...

6. TRAVELLERS ARE NOT
AFRAID OF THE COLD
There are many advantages to travelling in the cooler months –
high on the list is avoiding the crowds. In 2019 we have a number
of Intrepid itineraries specifically designed to take advantage of the
Winter off-season and show travellers a different side of some of
the world’s most popular travel destinations. IG’s peak season for
off-season departures constitutes the Northern Hemisphere winter,
from November to February.
NEW WINTER TRIPS 2019
Japan: Land of the Snow Monkeys (CJSS)
Turkey Winter Discovery (ERSW)
Highlights of Italy in Winter (ZLSW)
Lake Tahoe & Yosemite Winter Adventure (SSTW)
Europe Christmas Markets: Budapest to Zagreb (WMSC)
Canadian Rockies Winter Adventure (SWTW)
Russia Highlights: New Year (WBSW)
EUROPE TRIPS WITH WINTER DEPARTURE DATES
Highlights of Central Europe (AMKB)
Best of Spain (ZMSG)
Madrid to Marrakech (ZMSH)
Explore Spain and Portugal (ZMSI)
A Taste of Scandinavia (AMSD)

Yudanaka, Japan

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS WANT...

7. TRAVELLERS WANT
WILDLIFE EXPERIENCES THAT
HELP AND DON’T HINDER
We have a number of exciting new Peregrine and Intrepid trips
in 2019 that feature wildlife. In all cases, care has been taken to
ensure that the wildlife experiences are environmentally sensitive
and, in many cases, that these experiences are also connected with
local conservation efforts. In 2019, the best example is the Intrepid
Kenya Wildlife Rangers Expedition, where travellers get a firsthand introduction to the day-to-day life of a ranger in the field, and
$500 from each trip sold will be contributed to the Thin Green Line
Foundation, supporting the families of rangers on the front lines of
conservation.
NEW WILDLIFE TRIPS 2019
Japan: Land of the Snow Monkeys (CJSS)
Mexico Sailing & Whale Watching Expedition (QSSM)
Falkland Islands Expedition: Past & Present (GGKF)
Game Parks of Southern Africa (UBKK)
Kenya to Ethiopia (YGSE)
Remarkable Rwanda (YGSU)
East Africa Highlights (YGSA)
Sri Lanka: Wilderness and Wildlife (HPSV)
Kenya Wildlife Rangers Expedition (YGSK)

Masai Mara, Kenya

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS WANT...

8. TRAVELLERS ARE DISCOVERING
THAT CRUISE AND ADVENTURE
TRAVEL CAN MIX
In its 2018 State of the Cruise Industry Outlook, the Cruise Lines
International Association (CLIA), indicates that not only will the
cruise market continue its aggressive growth trajectory, but also
that transformational cruising – combining cruise with culturally
immersive experiences – will be the hot new trend in coming years.
IG is certainly seeing signs of this already in our own booking
patterns, with growth in Adventure Cruising, Polar and Galapagos
over the past 12 months.
n

n

n

Adventure Cruising departures in Europe (across Intrepid and
Peregrine brands) are increasing by 95% in 2019. Adventure
Cruising will also join forces with some of our most popular
Intrepid trips to form a range of land and sea cruising itineraries in
Greece, Croatia, Cambodia, Vietnam and Thailand.
Peregrine is excited to have a new ship in its Galapagos fleet, the
Grand Queen Beatriz, which is one of the most impressive vessels
of its class currently operating in this amazing part of the world.
In addition to our existing Polar sell-in program, we are
introducing four exclusive Peregrine-chartered Polar voyages in
2019.

Cyclades, Greece

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS WANT...

9. YOUNG TRAVELLERS WANT
TO TRAVEL WITH OTHER
YOUNG TRAVELLERS –
AND WITH INTREPID
Since we launched Intrepid 18 to 29s in July 2018, we have seen
bookings on existing itineraries increase by 30%. Further work
will be undertaken in the coming months to evolve our 18 to 29s
product range to meet the needs of this critical market segment.
While the majority of Intrepid 18 to 29s itineraries were transitioned
from the Geckos brand, we are also excited to have six new 18 to
29s itineraries in Europe, including Russia. Modelled on already
successful Basix itineraries (but with a few tweaks for our 18 to
29ers), these trips are perfect for young travellers looking for a
small group travel experience as an alternative to large bus tours.

Cesky Krumlov, Czech Republic

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS WANT...

10. RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL
REALLY MATTERS. TRAVELLERS
WANT TO BE PART OF THE
SOLUTION, NOT THE PROBLEM.
The Intrepid Group is founded on the principal of responsible travel.
Our brands Intrepid and Peregrine have a long and impressive
history leading the industry in this important area – from carbon
neutral trips to stopping elephant rides. Recently, more mainstream
adventure travel and group tour operators are jumping on board
the responsible travel train. While this is a very positive step forward
for the industry, it also reflects the commercial reality that many
travellers are choosing their trip based on how well it demonstrates
responsible travel credentials. We therefore need to make sure we
continue to tell travellers what IG is doing to make travel better.
In 2019, to address overtourism, the Product Team has added
off-season departures In Europe and Turkey, to disperse traveller
volume. In Asia, we have made critical changes to itineraries
in Vietnam and Sri Lanka in response to crowding pressures in
locations like Halong Bay and Yala National Park. In the Middle East,
we have reduced the number of flights on our Iran trips, replacing
them with overnight and day trains. We are also removing singleuse plastics from our Adventure Cruises. Finally, we are continuing
to increase the number of Community-Based Tourism (CBTs)
initiatives on our trips across the globe – now at 30 and counting.

* See appendix 2 and appendix 3 for more examples

Chiang Mai, Thailand

APPENDICES

La Fortuna Waterfall, Costa Rica

APPENDIX 1

WALKING & TREKKING
Walking and trekking is all the rage in 2019, as travellers seek more
transformational and wellness-type experiences. Here are some of
our favourite treks for the upcoming season:

EUROPE
It doesn’t get much better than the Path of the Gods along the spectacular Sentiero
degli Dei on the Amalfi Coast in Italy. One for the romantics. It’s featured on Amalfi
Coast: Hike, Bike & Kakak (ZGXA) and Rome to Amalfi (ZMSS).

NEPAL
Whether you’re looking to tick off a bucket list item like Everest Base Camp, take in
the majestic views from the Annapurna Circuit or break new ground on the Tamang
trek, IG has the biggest and best range of Nepal treks. Our Tamang Heritage Trail
trek brings income to the Langtang Valley, one of the areas hit hardest by the 2015
earthquake.

AFRICA
Enjoy the Greater Kruger region on foot with game walks, bush walks and wildlife
encounters aplenty. Rise early to explore a Big Five area on foot with a qualified
field guide. Keep your nose to the ground and learn to use animal tracks to search
for elephant and lion as well as rhino, which the area is known for monitoring and
keeping safe. See South Africa: Hike, Bike & Kayak (UBXT).

MOROCCO
Summiting North Africa’s highest peak (Mt Toubkal 4167m) is the perfect training
experience for anyone considering more extreme high altitude trekking (such as
EBC or Kili). It’s our lowest priced trip in the region, so it won’t break the bank either.
Mount Toubkal Trek in Morocco (XMXO).

Continued over page...

Drakensberg, South Africa

APPENDIX 1
Walking & trekking continued...

MIDDLE EAST
Turkey’s original long-distance trekking route, the Lycian Way, is a journey through
the past via old Roman tracks and mule trails. On our Active adventure in Turkey we
do a portion of the route as a day hike, travelling through the villages of Kozagac and
Kirme and finishing in Faralya late afternoon, where George and his son Hassan take
you in for some fine Turkish hospitality. This trip also now features mountain biking in
stunning Cappadocia. Turkey: Hike, Bike & Kayak (ERXT).

NORTH AMERICA
On a round trip from Boston, trek the finale of the epic Appalachian Trail, featuring
the Franconia Ridge and Mt Katahdin Summit – the gorgeous last section of this
great American pathway. And in tightly regulated Baxter State Park up in Maine,
enjoy true wilderness with deer, moose and raccoons. Trekking the Appalachian
Trail (SSTA).

SOUTH AMERICA
Spend two days hiking along some of the most picturesque and remote areas of the
Patagonian Lake District. Whereas most of our competitors send hikers out alone
– which we think is dangerous – our customers are joined by an experienced local
guide. We don’t neglect the icons either: Laguna de los Tres, Laguna Las Torres,
and the Perito Moreno Glacier – one of the few advancing glaciers in the world.
Highlights & Gems of Patagonia (GGSJ).
There’s also a seven-day hiking adventure to the heart of the Andes range to embrace
America’s highest mountain: Aconcagua. Reach the base camp of Aconcagua’s South
face, a nearly 3000 metres vertical wall of ice and rock. Reach Mt Bonete’s summit
(5100). Views of Aconcagua and the entire Andes range are a bonus to say the least.
Argentina Expedition: Aconcagua Base & Mt Bonete (GGXB).

AUSTRALIA & OCEANIA
Uluru and Kata Tjuta are the big-ticket destinations of the outback, but the lesserknown Kings Canyon Rim Walk is right up there with the best of the best in the
Outback. Available on all Central Australia trips of three days or more.
Deeper down under, there’s the iconic Tongariro Crossing, the challenging but
rewarding 20-kilometre (13-mile) hike that blows minds with its coloured crater lakes
and panoramas. In fact our North Island itinerary is full of adventures as thrilling
as these, from underground black-water rafting to zip-lining in native virgin forest
New Zealand North Island Explorer (PTONU).

El Chalten, Patagonia

APPENDIX 2

OVERTOURISM:
ACTIONS, NOT WORDS
Overtourism continues to be one of the greatest challenges facing
our industry. This is something the Product team takes seriously,
and we’re committed to finding new ways to innovate both our trips
and our scheduling to disperse traveller volume. Here are some
examples.
Russia
Our Trans-Mongolian trips avoid over-touristed Listvyanka village and visit Enhaluk and
Bolshoye Goloustnoye villages instead. We have also introduced a Winter Trans Siberian trip
(WBSA) and we’ll soon add a Baikal-Amur Railway Expedition, the ‘alternative’ Trans-Siberian
that runs north of Lake Baikal.
Indonesia
Our Bali leaders avoid the very busy temples in the south such as Tannah Lot and Uluwatu.
We’re also now scoping a new ‘Bali off the beaten track’ itinerary aimed at returning clients or
travellers looking to visit less developed areas.
Nepal
The Intrepid Foundation has been instrumental in setting up the Tamang Heritage Trail
near Langtang National Park, which disperses tourists from the more traditional routes of
Annapurna Base Camp and Everest Base Camp.
Sri Lanka
In Yala National Park we have changed the entry point to avoid the main tourist gateway, and
are diverting to Udawalawe National Park during September and October.
Vietnam
In response to overtourism in Vietnam’s Halong Bay, in 2019 this will be replaced on some
Intrepid itineraries with Lan Ha Bay and Cat Ba Island. Similarly, Nha Trang beach will be
replaced with Tuy Hoa on TVRN and TVYB and Phan Rang on TVRR, TVYE and TVKT.
Italy
In Venice, most leaders take our travellers on an off-the-beaten-path city orientation walk
that only occasionally crosses the busy tourist path. While it’s impossible to avoid icons like
St Mark’s Square, we tend to spend more time in the residential areas of Cannaregio and
Dorsoguro which are significantly less crowded and also offer our travellers a more authentic
local Venetian experience.

Turkey
In Cappadocia, we are starting to explore alternative underground cities to ease pressure
on the much-visited Derinkuyu and Kaymakli. There are currently around 30 excavated
underground cities in the Cappadocia region, so there is scope to disperse traveller volume
while still retaining this important destination highlight.
Morocco
Our new Intrepid itinerary Morocco: Atlas and Atlantic (XMSG) goes to the south-west of
Morocco. This area is remote and sees significantly less tourists than the mainstream routes
through Fes and Chefchaouen. While our most popular itineraries continue to gain traction, we
are excited to be developing products that provide the economic benefits of tourism to other
parts of Morocco.
Peru
In 2019, Intrepid Travel will offer two alternative trek routes to Machu Piccu (Quarry Trail and
Choquequirao) in an effort to try and spread the overflow from the Inca Trail once permits
have sold out. Importantly, feedback from both alternate routes is excellent.

APPENDIX 3

RESPONSIBLE
ACCOMMODATION
It matters to us where our travellers put their heads down at
night. What makes us sleep even better is knowing when the
accommodation we use is lowering our carbon footprint, providing
a source of revenue for local communities or contributing to
sustainable projects. These are some of our favourites in 2019:

ASIA
Homestays are a great way to give our travellers an immersive cultural experience
while providing a source of revenue for local communities. Two of our favourites in
Asia are Da Bac homestay in Vietnam (TVST, TVSR, TVRN) and Chambok homestay
in Cambodia (TKRR, TKRS, TKYA, TKYR). We have extensive homestay networks in
Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan; a new CBT project and community stay in Madi Valley near
Chitwan National Park (HHSD); and Myanmar’s first CBT and travel lodge featured on
many itineraries in this destination.

EUROPE
In Iceland we stay at a beautiful family-run operation connected to a farm, leading
the way in responsible tourism in Iceland. They produce almost all food locally,
practice recycling, and hold seminars for other farmers and guesthouses on how
to be more environmentally friendly. Since the arrival of the first settlers to Iceland,
deforestation has taken place in order to make space for pastures. Overgrazing over
the centuries has then led to soil erosion. With this in mind, the owners of this hotel
started a tree planting project on their land to help lower their carbon footprint and
counteract soil erosion. Our groups have the opportunity to plant trees in the hills
surrounding the property, included on BMSI and BIYI, optional on BMRI.

AFRICA
Camp next to a village of Maasai warriors and experience Kenya’s tribal life in Loita
Hills. One of our best East African leaders comes from this village and we have a
long standing relationship with the village elder. While many contemporary Maasai
experiences are contrived, we are proud to say that this one is the real deal. YGOK,
YGFK.

Continued over page...

Loita Hills, Kenya

APPENDIX 3
Responsible accommodation continued...

MIDDLE EAST
We have replaced all internal flights on these itineraries with an incredible overnight
train journey. Not only does this help us minimise our carbon footprint, it also offers
travellers unique and memorable opportunities for local interaction. In particular,
our Women’s Expedition offers travellers the chance to go behind closed doors, and
travel in the women-only carriage of the overnight train, metro, and bus. HPSN,
HPSW, HPSF.

CENTRAL AMERICA
On the shores of Lake Atitlan, we have the rear opportunity of sharing in local
community life for 24 hours. We are welcomed into their homes and spend the
afternoon learning about the intricacies of life in communities with strong Maya
influences which appear to subsist in complete isolation from regional and national
government rules. San Jorge La Laguna, Guatemala. QBYA, QVRA.

SOUTH AMERICA
In the mountains north of Cusco, travellers stay at a small organic farming
community in the shadows of Urubamba mountain range. Principal crops are cacao
and coffee beans. Our visit to this community helps supplement the income of these
families while providing our guests with a unique local experience. GGZP.

Sacred Valley, Peru

QUESTIONS?
We hope you’ve enjoyed the 2019 Product Report. For further
information on anything you have read in this report, please contact
your relevant Intrepid Group representative.
Thanks for your interest and happy travels!
The Intrepid Group Product Team.

Cycling, Iceland

